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One any one basically tries to reach happiness in life them. Authentic happiness is while someone experience positive emotion to past, on today and to future term, get a lot of gratification by moves its person force wield its person force that to get greater and more something important after get life meaning. Happiness can be felt by woman labor candidate that will work beyond country. Women laboring candidate which will work beyond country experiences happiness that indigenous various factor. That thing gets opposite with that fact Working woman labor beyond country not nearly family, with cultural background that variably, work that really heavy, and with all about problem which may just can most become like wages problem, cruel employer until about problem intermission which little bit so no time eating or mistiming eating, so there are many woman labor that while goes home to Indonesian skinny. Nonetheless exist woman labor one that can be happy by is able to experience positive emotion, having optimistic taste to future and pleasing taste in does work.

Base background upon therefore researcher propose observational problem formula this which is how authentic happiness meaning women laboring candidate which will work beyond country? To the effect of observational it is subject to be known to hit meaning authentic happiness women laboring candidate which will work beyond country.

This research utilize qualitative Phenomenology approaching. Subject in this research is prospective laboring woman which will work beyond country, total 4 person with surrounding age 24-40 years old. Research Location at PT. Tritama Bina Karya. Data collecting method by use of tech interview, observation and documentation. Analysis tech data that is utilized is analysis qualitative interpretative data, activity in analysis data covers data reduction, data display and conclusion pulls. Data authenticities quiz that utilizing to cover tech triangulation, observing prolongation and discussion with comate colleague and counselor lecturer.

Research that does to be found that subject as prospective as woman labor that will work beyond country experiences happiness. Happiness who experienced by indigenous subject, money factor, nuptials, social need, positive emotion, religion, health, be able to experience happiness on present term, optimism to future and pleases to its past. Authentic happiness meaning terminological subject is while can make happy her family can help others, get socialization with other people, nurse and raises their child and her family whole.